
                                       The Creation 
    

After taking birth in this world, the individual soul asks, 'who am I, where have I 
come from and what is going to be my end'? It further asks about this world,' 
where from this world has emerged, what exactly is it and whether the creator of 
it is part of this world or is separate from this world? If it is not from this world 
then what exactly is its real nature? Are we living our life in the context of this 
world only or some other supreme power is there which controls our life'? These 
and such other thoughts can't be understood with our senses. In fact there is only 
one truth which always remains same among all of us including the entire 
creation and that is Brahman (the ultimate truth). 
 
For those who are unable to see beyond this world of illusion, there are two 
things in this materialistic world, light & darkness these are also known as fire & 
earth and man & woman. The entire world is created with the union of these two 
things. 
 
The present visible creation has a big fire in its centre. It is the place of main god. 
It is also surrounded by many circles filled with light and darkness, and then there 
is a wall of fire at the end of these circles. There seems to be a light of bliss. 
 
Our knowledge is limited to our experiences. We can even fly above the height of 
stars but we can never come out of the thoughts of our experiences. These 
experiences can be of two types, which are experienced by our senses and 
which are imagined by our self. Former experiences give the knowledge of visible 
outer world. In such type of experiences we are dependent. Like when we open 
our eyes. It is not in our control to see or to avoid something; because once our 
eyes are open we are bound to see the creation. In latter experiences we can 
imagine any thought we wish. We can imagine being some where. We can 
imagine being with some one. We can even imagine whatever we have ever 
thought about. But the latter experiences are experienced by humans only. Other 
types of Jeeva (individual soul) in the world can't imagine. This is a sort of unique 
power we humans have been blessed with by God. So we are supposed to have 
a sense of gratitude towards our creator. We should not spend our life without 
achieving our main objective and that is to get merged with our source. 

 

               Hail Satchidanand Sanatan Brahman With Love 


